TERMS OF USE (TOU)
Thank you for your interest in Pixel Giraffe Design graphics and designs!
Please note that for the duration of this Terms of Use document, ‘Pixel Giraffe Design’ can also be
referred to as ‘PGD’, ‘we’, or ‘us’ for readability. Also ‘our’ is referring to PGD. ‘TOU’, ‘Terms of Use’,
and ‘license’, or ‘licences’ are taken as interchangeable.
We like to define our terms of use as simple as possible. PLEASE DO READ THIS DOCUMENT
CAREFULLY BEFORE PURCHASING OR USING OUR PRODUCTS, SINCE BY USING OUR PRODUCTS YOU
AGREE TO COMPLY WITH OUR TERMS OF USE.
By downloading our designs you obtain a license to use the graphics. There are either ‘personal use’
(or ‘PU’), digital commercial use (‘CU-D’) and physical or printed commercial use (‘CU-P’) licenses
available, but not all licenses is available for every product we offer. If more than one license is
available, please make sure you select the right license or product you need before the actual
purchase.
A copy of the terms of use applicable to the product you have downloaded will accompany your
download file.
Pixel Giraffe Design reserves the right to change these TOU at any time, without prior notice, at its
sole discretion. The most current version of this licensing will supersede all previous versions and will
be effective as soon as it is published. The effective full text TOU document is the one shown on our
website pixelgiraffedesign.com. We suggest you review this latest version there, especially when you
use our graphics commercially.
It is your responsibility to abide by the updated terms. Your continued use of our products will signify
your acceptance of any adjustments made, whether you have read the effective version or not.
These TOU are valid for all our products, whether you bought them or downloaded them for free.
If you need any clarification of these terms, please don’t hesitate to contact us at
info@pixelgiraffedesign.com.
All PGD designs are labelled with the prefix ‘PGD_’ in the file name.

PERSONAL USE (PU)
If you want to use our products for yourself, or for any use that does not (potentially) generate
money, this is the right license for you!
PU items are clearly marked that way in the description in the store. Also, once in your possession,
PGD products only available for personal use will be easily recognizable by the suffix PU in the file
name and on its preview, if only one license is available.
With our personal use license, you may:
1. use the item for personal use, digitally or printed
2. use it for an unlimited number of personal projects
3. change the item to fit your needs

4. Use the item for personal websites or blogs, but only when flattened and downsized to 72dpi
5. submit layouts and designs for publication or enter amateur layout contests as long as
proper credit is given, and the layout is either printed or flattened
6. use the item for limited charity and non-profit causes (for more information see Non-profit
and charity use of PU items), the item should always be either printed or be part of a
flattened digital design.
7. use the item for limited own small business use (for more information see Small own
business use), no logo’s and our designs should not be directly related to monetary gain.
…you may not:
1. (re)distribute the digital item in any way, even when it was obtained as a freebie or
significantly changed
2. Use the item for any immoral, defamatory, discriminatory, racist, political or illegal purposes

1. Definition of personal use
Personal use is defined as using the item in a manner that has no (potential) monetary gain.
2. Use the item for an unlimited number of personal projects
There is no limit to how many times you can use an item for personal use. You can use it over and
over in layouts for your own scrapbook layouts or photo albums. You can make printed invitation
cards for your own wedding, no matter how may invitations you want to make. You can use the same
items to make thank you cards to send after your wedding party.
3. Change an item to fit your needs
In all personal projects you may alter the item to your liking. For example, you can resize, recolor,
crop, remix or delete parts of the item. You can make your own backgrounds, papers or elements for
personal use with PGD items. You can make designer tools with them, like templates or brushes as
long as they are used strictly for and by yourself.
4. Don’t distribute
PGD items are for your own use only. You may never (re)distribute the Pixel Giraffe Design items or
store them in a way that enables it to be distributed or reused in any other way by others (for
example, but not limited to, giving, selling, duplicating, transferring, uploading, posting on forums or
sharing electronic or physical media). Also, you cannot change the PGD item and redistribute it (for
example, but not limited to, backgrounds or Facebook covers for others). You cannot make any
designer tool (by way of example and without any limitation: brushes, overlays, patterns, scripts or
actions) and share those with others or give them to others. Storing Pixel Giraffe Design items on
sites that enable downloading by others than yourself is not allowed. That includes, but is not limited
to, Facebook, news lists, stock image websites and file sharing sites or online storing sites such as
4Shared, Rapidshare and Mediafire.
You can never (re)distribute or duplicate, even when you obtained our designs as a freebie (with two
exceptions, see below). If others you know would like to have a copy of the item(s) please direct
them to our website or web shop. For example, you cannot have a direct download link from your

blog for one of our freebies but you can make a link on your blog to redirect people to the original
location at pixelgiraffedesign.com or our web shop.
Exception for sharing PU items
An exception for sharing is made for direct family members sharing the same household and the
same computer.
Exception for duplicating PU items
An exception for duplicating is made for enabling making a single back-up for your own personal use
only.

Examples of personal use
You can use the items for any personal use, like digital or hybrid scrapbooking; decorations of objects
(e.g. t-shirts or mugs) or to adorn your house (e.g. party decoration, printing items like posters or put
it in a picture frame). You can use the unchanged original item or change it to your liking. You can
make embroidery patterns for yourself with use or use them with your hobby machines (like
silhouette cameo), but digital files are for your own use, even if changed significantly. You can give
the actual result away to others as a gift, of course.
You can also use the item for a personal website or blog, with some limitations (see below). Other
allowed usage is for some specific small non-profit use and for your own small, non-designing related
business. For the exact terms, see below. We hope you’ll enjoy these generous personal use terms!
1. Personal use on the internet/web
You can use PU items for your own personal website, social media page or blog. Examples are
headers, backgrounds, banners or signature tags. Use is only allowed when the items are
merged/flattened (jpeg or gif formats) and are sized down to 72 dpi. Individual items should not be
easily extracted and downloaded by right-clicking. Credit is not needed but of course a link to our
website or web shop is really appreciated!
2. Publication on online galleries and magazines
You can use our PU licensed items for simply showing your layouts or designs on galleries on the
internet, or for publication in printed or e-magazines as long as it is not used for promotion for any
commercial activity. That is considered commercial use. Appropriate credit (for example ‘graphics
created by Pixel Giraffe Design at pixelgiraffedesign.com’) is necessary. Your layouts should be
flattened (jpeg formats) when uploaded or submitted for printing.
You can also do this when prizes are granted (gifts, gift certificates, coupons or money), see below,
this is not considered commercial use, as long as you don’t use it to promote your own designs you
sell.
If you’d like, please send us an e-mail or use the contact form to notify us about where your designs
or layouts are shown or, preferably, send us a copy. I’d love to see what you’ve made with them! We
can also show them on our PGD website, in our web shop or on social media!
3. Contests
Making money with a personal use license is never allowed, with a single exception. You may enter a
contest for amateur designing, like a digiscrap layout competition using PGD items knowing you can
possibly make money (by winning the contest). You must, however, give proper credit (for example:
designs used were created by Pixel Giraffe Design at pixelgiraffedesign.com).

4. Small non-profit use
Our personal license also allows for designing or making digital of physical products for others, as
long as you meet all of these 6 conditions:
(a) you are not a (semi-)professional designer and
(b) no money changes hands: you work for free and the product(s) you make are gifts and
(c) you’ll make sure the original Pixel Giraffe Designs item is not reusable (it should be flattened
and cannot contain blanks to fill in later) and
(d) It isn’t used for a large non-profit or charity organization and
(e) You don’t use it for anything immoral, defamatory, discriminatory, racist, political or illegal
purposes and
(f) You’ll give proper credit when needed and don’t claim our designs (even when altered) as
your own.
4a. Gifts and personal unremunerated work for other individuals (including unpaid S4O)
You can use PGD items with a personal use license for individual others as long as you don’t
(potentially) generate income or get compensated in any other way. In other words: You work for
free and don’t get paid for making designs.
You can use an unaltered PGD-item for printed products only. For example, you can make printed or
tangible products (like baseball caps or t-shirts) for a family reunion. You can make a personalized
mug or calendar as a birthday gift for a friend. You can use it to make a printed yearbook. You can
even make 500+ copies of wedding invitations for a friend’s wedding with the use of Pixel Giraffe
Design items, that is as long as you don’t get paid for your work.
For digital use the item needs to be flattened (jpeg or gif format) and for use on the internet,
downsized to 72 dpi. For example you can use the (flattened and downsized item) for a family
website. You can make layouts for photo albums or scrapbooks, either printed or digitally provided
for others as long as you do so for free and make sure the result has no active layers. The product
you hand out must be the end product for the individual end user. That means it cannot be
digitally redistributed or reused and should not contain any blanks to add or edit later.
You must provide the design either printed or, when provided digitally, flattened (jpeg, gif or PDF)
and for use on the internet, it also has to be downsized to 72 dpi. Individual items should not be
easy to downloaded by right-clicking. People who perceive the product you hand out should not be
able to manipulate the individual items or be able to easily extract them.
Credit when used for these purposes not necessary, but always appreciated!
4b. Non-profit and charity use of PU items
You can use our designs any small-scale charity cause and small non-profit organization with the
exception of any political or government-related or cause and any illegal, immoral, defamatory,
discriminatory or racist causes. Of course, what is considered a ‘small’ organization or charity cause
is pretty subjective so I count on your own judgement here, but ones that have budget set aside for
making holiday gifts, posters, and announcements are not the ones I have in mind here. For example:
Using PGD items for your local church is ok, but not for a state wide gathering of fellow believers.
Using it for a small town announcement on a poster for collection of relief goods is ok, but not for
making posters for the Red Cross. You can make a poster or flyer for an event of your local sports
club, but not for a (semi-)professional sports club.

As already stated, you can only use our PU items for others and other purposes if you don’t get paid
for your work or the items you made with them.
The product you hand out must be the end product for the charity cause or non-profit organization. It
cannot be redistributed or resold and should not contain any editable parts or blanks to edit later. You
must provide the design either printed or, when provided digitally, flattened (jpeg, gif or PDF) and for
use on the internet, also downsized to 72 dpi. For this kind of use, credit is is requested out of
courtesy. You can either add a link to our website or store on the website of the organization or add
‘graphics created by Pixel Giraffe Design at pixelgiraffe.com’ or print the text on the design.
5. Small own business use
You can also use personal use items for your own, small business, with a few limitations:
a) the company is your own and
b) it is for small business use only (homebased, no employees) and
c) our graphics don’t have a direct relation to monetary gain and
d) you are not a (semi-)professional designer and
e) it is not used for making logo’s or trademarks and
f) you’ll make sure the original Pixel Giraffe Designs item is not reusable and
g) You don’t use it for anything immoral, defamatory, discriminatory, racist, political or illegal
purposes
a) The company is your own
Making items for others for use of their companies is considered commercial use, whether you get
paid for your design work or not.
The company should be your own, small, homebased company. Use for a different company of your
own is always considered commercial use.
b) Small business use only
You can only use our personal use license for business in case of your own small homebased business
(no employees). You should not make over $50.000 a year with your business.
c) No direct relationship to monetary gain
The above stated term that the use of our designs should not have a direct relation to making money
(of course that will be considered commercial use). It may best be explained by examples: You can
use our graphics for the website of your small, homebased handmade soap company to decorate
your web store. In this example our graphics have no relation to the products you sell and don’t
generate money in a direct way. You cannot, however, use PGD graphics to print onto the soap bars,
soap boxes or wrappers you sell. Photographers can use our designs for embellishing their website
but not for photo albums they make for and sell to their customers.
d) No distribution if you are a (semi-)professional designer
You cannot use our personal use items for anything you distribute or any business related activity
when you are a (semi-)professional designer. This may cause confusion among customers (they may
think it is your own work) and it would seem kind of weird to me when you show the work of others
in portfolios or websites if you are in the same business! For example: you cannot use our graphics

for embellishing your small business that sells personalized t-shirts or children’s clothing (even when
you don’t print personal use PGD items on the garments you sell).
Nota bene: Photographers who do not use designs to embellish their products for sale (like photo
albums) nor scrap digitally are not considered designers.
e) No logos or trademarks
Making logos or trademarks with our items is never allowed, whether it is registered or not.
f) No (re)distribution, not reusable
PGD items with a personal use license may never be (re)distributed or stored in a way that enable
them to be distributed or reused in any other way by others. For example, but not limited to, giving,
duplicating, transferring, uploading, posting on forums or sharing electronic or physical media.
Items used or stored somewhere were others can access them, should be merged and flattened or
for usage online, like websites, our graphics should also be sized down to 72 dpi. For more
information on (re)distribution see 4. Don’t distribute in the personal use section.
g) No immoral, defamatory, discriminatory, racist, political or illegal usage
This looks pretty self-explanatory to me!

NOTE ABOUT REMUNERATED SCRAPPING FOR HIRE (S4H) or SCRAPPING FOR
OTHERS (S4O)
Scrapping for hire or scrapping for others (and getting paid for your work), including making photo
albums for clients, is not considered as small business covered by the personal use license since
here the monetary gain has a direct relation to the use of our products. You can make money with
use of products we made.
If you want to use one or more of our personal use products or commercial use products for paid
S4H or S4O activities, please contact us at info@pixelgiraffedesign.com.
If you will only use our products for personal use and paid S4H and S4O activities and not for any
other usage you are likely to be allowed a discount on our CU products and we can make you an offer
for our PU products you want to use for S4O and S4H activities you’ll get paid for by your clients.
Please note, however, once you were offered this discount for our CU items or got a limited
extended license to use our PU items for paid S4H and S4O activities, you can only use the graphics
for personal use and S4O and S4H, not for any other commercial use that we allow. If you also want
to use the items for any other allowed commercial activities in the future, you’ll need to have the
commercial use license and pay the corresponding price.
You’ll have to get a S4O/S4H license for each PU-product you want to use for S4O or S4H activities.
Once you have obtained the S4O/S4H license for a specific product, you can use it over and over
again for S4O/S4H activities.
Please note that S4O and S4H products you provide your customers with can only be offered either
printed or in flattened formats and should be the finished product (no blanks to be filled in; you, not
the client, adds their personal photos and texts, and the result is flattened in a jpeg or PDF format)

COMMERCIAL USE (CU)
If you intend to make money with the use of our designs, this is probably the license you need.
A commercial use license also covers any personal use, remunerated scrapping for others (S4O) and
scrapping for hire (S4H).
If your company or the company you work for makes over a $100.000 a year OR
you want to sell your products to clients (individuals or companies) who intent to resell
(CU4CU), this license will not meet your needs. In such cases, you can contact us
(info@pixelgiraffedesign or via the contact form on our website) and we can try to work something
out. There is no guarantee here however: It will not always be possible due to licenses of products of
others we sometimes make use of.
We do never allow selling digital designs via graphic markets, stock image websites and
the like or any bulk sales of digital items, even if the original item was changed considerably.
Pixel Giraffe Design offers two different kind of commercial use licenses. One license covers digital
items you offer for sale and the other covers physical or tangible products you offer for sale.
The reason we offer two different CU licenses is that the digital items can be directly competitive with
the original item, especially when we would allow you to offer those without any changes or with only
small alterations made. For printed objects this is different. We are aware of the pretty unique way of
licensing but for us, as a small home based company, we see this as the only way to be able to offer
CU items without creating a weird competitive situation with full time designers making use of our
items. We think the difference between the two CU licenses is easily understandable and will create
little to no confusion. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
Please note: both these CU licenses are not available in all of our web shops, due to the nature of the
website where we offer our products for sale, some specialize in digital scrapping only. In that case,
only digital CU licenses are available in the web shop. Please contact us if you are interested in other
use of our items you find at those sites, via info@pixelgiraffedesign.com. This is not a guarantee
however, it may not be possible to use a graphic in another way due to copyrights and licensing of
products we made use of. Also, some products may be solely offered with a personal use license;
others may only be available with only one of the CU licenses (digital or printed CU). Some products
may be available with a PU and CU license and may be exactly the same product, but priced
differently. In that case, you only pay an extra fee for the license (you buy the right to make money
with products we made when you buy a CU license). Sometimes, a CU version contains more than the
PU version: templates or layered bits for easy recoloring, for example. It is always clearly marked in
the product description in the store when there is a PU version of it and if there is any difference with
the CU product. We recommend reading the description carefully before buying the product to make
sure you buy the right version/license and you don’t have the exact same product in your stash
already if you are only interested in non-commercial use. Once you’ve downloaded the product we
cannot give you a refund due to the nature of our products. Products with only a CU-license are
clearly recognizable that way. It is visible on its preview image and, once in your possession, PGD
items only available for commercial use will be easily recognizable by the suffix ‘_CU-’ in the file
name, followed by either a D or P (for our digital en printed CU licenses which will be further
explained below.
The digital commercial license (CU-D) covers limited commercial use for digital creations you offer for
sale (e.g. digital scrapbooking kits for personal use, digital embroidery patterns, digital hobby

machine designs, website design, and embellishing photo albums -in the latter case: please contact us
if you use our CU items only for this type of work, you might get a discount! See the note about S4O
and S4H above). For more information about our CUdigital license, see below.
The printed commercial use license (CU-P) or physical commercial use license allows printed creations
on physical/tangible products you offer for sale. For example: you can print them on T-shirts, mugs,
postcards, et cetera and offer them for sale. The biggest difference with the digital commercial use
license is that with the CU-P It is not necessary to alter the PGD (you can use them ‘as is’). For more
information about our CUprinted license, see below.
A. General conditions for commercial use
Use the item commercially as long as:
1. you (or the company you work for) do not make more than $100.000 (about €82.000) a
year with design related business and
2. you don’t sell your design via stock image sites, graphic markets, or design companies
and
3. you don’t make large quantities for sell or for free (no more than 1000 products or 50
websites) and
4. you don’t use the PDG item for anything immoral, defamatory, discriminatory, racist,
political or illegal and
5. you don’t claim the design as your own, even when you’ve changed the original item
significantly and/or added your own original artwork, copyright remains with Pixel
Giraffe Design (credit is not necessary, but always appreciated) and
6. the item you offer for sell (or give away for free) is for personal use/for the end user
and
7. you don’t use them for making trademarks or logos (even if not registered) without
expressed written permission by the designer and
8. You cannot add the original digital PGD files to your derivative creation.
Ad A1 Small business use only
If you, your company, the company you work for, or your subsidiaries make more than $100,000 per
year please contact us to work out a special contract before selling items that contain, or make use
of, our graphics.
Ad A3 No bulk sale
This maximum is stated to prevent overflooding with the same patterns and elements in the market
and making sure there is some time and effort is made instead of simply continuous selling products.
Selling via stock image websites, graphic markets and the like is never allowed, even when the
original graphic is changed significantly or your own artwork is added.
Ad A5. Don’t claim as your own
You cannot, in any case, claim the item as your own, even if you changed it considerably or added
your own artwork. You cannot repackage, resell and/or redistribute items ‘as is’ in the original
format. Copyright always remains with Maaike van der Stappen/Pixel Giraffe Designs, whether or not

you changed the item and added original artwork of your own. Giving credit is not necessary, but we
would really appreciate it.
Ad A6
The commercial use license you received when downloading the product is personally bound to you
and not transferable to another person, company or entity. That means product you make with use
of PGD-graphics has to be for personal use and for the end user, meaning your clients cannot resell
the item or use it for monetary gain or redistribute it in any other way (even for free) nor can you
them sell to a third party that resells or redistributes the product.
The only exception is when your client buys a single product as a personal gift for another person. A
personal gift for friends or family is not considered commercial redistribution in the way meant here.

B. CUdigital license (CU-D)
Our commercial use products for digital sells are to be considered a tool for creating rather than a
final design product. They must be altered significantly before selling/redistributing them; the
original item should not be accessible for another person. You can use our items for digitally
provided work. For example, you can make digital scrapping kits, digital embroidery patterns, digital
files for electronic cutting and embossing machines, which you sell. The files you offer are intended
for personal use only (have a PU-license), your client does not redistribute them (for sale or for free).
You can use our CU-D items for embellishing websites you make and get paid for your work. The only
change you have to make for that kind of use is downsizing the graphics to 72 dpi and flattening
them whenever possible.
Credits are not necessary but very much appreciated. You cannot, however, claim the graphics as
your own, even when you have changed them significantly.
Use the item for your own digital designs and sell these designs or get paid for your work, as long as:
1. You meet all the conditions named under A (general conditions for commercial use, see
above);
2. the original PGD item is changed in a significant way, it cannot be offered ‘as is’ to others
nor should the original item be easily extracted
3. when used for websites the item is flattened and downsized to 72 dpi;
4. if used for making scrapbooking kits, PGD items should not make up more than 30% of
the total kit, the kit should primarily consist of original items made by you; in other
digital designs the PGD item should not be the main design and is to be mixed with other
original work by your hand;
5. the original PGD item is not used for making any designer tool (like brushes, actions or
scripts, overlays and templates)
Ad B2. Significant change made to original PGD items before selling
You cannot resell Pixel Giraffe Design items ‘as is’ or repackage items (and claim as your own). Some
significant change has to be made to the item before you sell it or give it away. Of course, ‘significant’
a is very hard to define and subjective term. Simply recoloring, rotating or resizing an item is not

considered a significant change. You must give it a unique creative twist of your own and your design
should require quite some time and effort to make before selling it.
Sometimes change it isn’t very suitable. For example, changing simple elements like buttons or
ribbons doesn’t always make them very useful especially when the original PGD item already has
some pattern applied. In such cases, you really don’t have to worry if you only recolor them before
offering them for sale instead of applying complicated creative patterns to those. That is, of course, if
you put significant time and effort in the rest of the design that goes with it (since PGD designs
cannot be the main design, as stated in the TOU, there is always ‘a rest of the design’). For example,
it is ok to make a digital scrapping kit for sale if you add your own original items and some PGD items
you changed significantly and just a few (no more than 2) items that are only slightly changed.
Ad B3. Websites
For designing websites, giving your own creative twist (e.g. adding your own artwork) to our graphics
is not necessary but they cannot be used ‘as is’: They always need to be downsized to 72 dpi.
Otherwise, they usually can be easily downloaded and reused by others by right-clicking. When
mixed with other artwork, the PGD item also needs to be merged with the other design (‘flattened’).
Ad B4. PGD items cannot be the main design
PGD designs cannot be the main design or make up the biggest part of a product. In case of
scrapbooking kits, the total amount of Pixel Giraffe items cannot make up more than 30% of the total
kit. If you make a design for sale (or when you get paid for your work) the PGD items should not be
the main design, most of the design should be original work by your hand. When in doubt, please
contact us beforehand at info@pixelgiraffedesign.com.
Ad B5. Items cannot be offered as designer tool
Items cannot be made into a tool and than offered for sale, including, but not limited to, brushes,
actions, tubes, scripts, styles, patterns and overlays. They are not considered a finished product for
the personal use intended here and makes it directly competitive with the original PGD item. You can
however make a pattern with our design, mix it with own work and offer it as a flattened background
or digital scrapping paper (jpeg format) but not as an edible item for your clients (for example offer
the pattern in layers or in png format).
An exception is a quickpage containing our designs (a quickpage is, by definition, not a finished
product, since it is intended for clients to add something to it). You can make and sell quickpages
with use of PGD items as long as they don’t have active layers and individual items (elements, papers
etc.) cannot be manipulated or easily extracted. A quickpage should be either saved as .png, jpeg or
PDF file.
Note: Freebies
You can make freebies with our items (make your own designs with the use of Pixel Giraffe Design
items and give them away for free). You always need to make a significant change to the item and
add your own original work too. When you make a digital scrap kit you offer as a freebie, no more
than 30% of the kit can consist of PGD items.
C. CUprinted license (CU-P)

You can use our printed commercial use (CU-P) items for your own (small) design company that sells
tangible/physical objects with prints to customers. You can, for example, make clothing, home
decoration, accessories, mugs, pens, postcards, keychains, tags etc. with use of Pixel Giraffe Design
items and sell those products or get paid for your work. You can sell items via your own store or
website or via large e-selling sites (for example, but not limited to, eBay, Fiverr, Amazon, Marktplaats
or Etsy). Products you make are meant for personal use and not to be resold or to be used
commercially by your clients. Please note: bulk sales are never allowed! Attribution is appreciated,
and please consider giving credit, especially when using the PGD item unaltered. Giving credit is not
compulsory, however.
Use the item for physical/tangible utensils and sell these to clients, as long as:
1. You meet all the conditions named under A (general conditions for commercial use, see
above);
2. You do not intend to sell large quantities (no more than 500) or use the same item for
more than 2 different products or projects;
3. You may not, in any case, provide the costumer with the digital form of the graphics you
used or created, whether flattened or not;
Ad C1. No bulk sales or usage
You cannot use our items for selling large quantities. The maximum you can sell is 500. This
maximum is stated to prevent overflooding with the same patterns and elements in the market and
making sure there is at least some time and effort made instead of simply continuously selling
products. Note: You can sell products via Ebay, Amazon and other e-selling sites, if you please.
Ad C2. Do not include the original digital file
When selling a physical product containing a PGD graphic you can never include the digital file.
Digital files are for your use only, your clients do not have a license for using the digital file, not even
for personal use. Remember copyright remains with Pixel Giraffe Design, even when you significantly
changed the item.

Thank you for respecting our terms.
We have offered you a lot of explanation and examples here and we hope it is appreciated. If the
information in this TOU does not provide you with the necessary information or does not cover your
specific usage request, please simply e-mail info@pixelgiraffedesign.com or via the contact form on
our website with information about your intended usage and we may be able to work something out.
Obviously the above terms always leave some room for discussion and interpretation. The final right
of interpretation is always reserved by Pixel Giraffe Design, in its sole discretion. You are solely
responsible for abiding by our terms, usage that is not expressly permitted by these TOU may be
considered as infringement of international copyrights. Pixel Giraffe Design cannot be held liable in
any way for your infringement (see our liability disclaimer in our Terms and Conditions document for
more information).
Changes to Terms of Use
Pixel Giraffe Designs reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to change the terms of use under which
our designs may be used, without prior notice. The current version of this licensing document
(available at pixelgiraffedesign.com) will supersede all previous versions (such as the one included

within the product download) and will become effective as soon as it is published. So, we encourage
you to periodically review the Terms of Use to stay informed of any updates. It is your responsibility
to make sure you have read the latest version of our Terms of Use and that you abide by its terms.
Use of our product(s) constitutes acceptance of the TOU.
Show us your work!
Please feel free to send us your layouts or designs you’ve have created with use of my designs, or
links to where they are published. We would love to see your work! When you sent us your layouts
or designs, we might show them on the website.
This document was updated August 17, 2016
This Terms Of Use is subject to change without prior notice.
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